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MOE Warns It Will Stop Rebel Flotilla
“THE INSPECTORATE” All the news that „s fit to print;
all the books that‟s fit to approve. May 26, 2010
Ministry of Education (MOE) patrol submarines are threatening to stop a flotilla
heading for Sde Boker with 10,000 tons of supplies and pro-rebel activists intent on
breaking a blockade Wednesday. “NO GO,” QUOTH The MOE, in the first definitive
Ministry pledge to intervene. Brom A Levy, a lingreader of the English teachers‟
protest, has called this an act of war. However, Davy Hurts, another major figure in the
movement, refuses to use the term. “It‟s not a war; it‟s more like a revolution,” he
claims.

Chief Inspector Trudy Stunner warned that if the flotilla of eight ships does not turn
back, the boats will be hauled to a MOE stronghold, possibly the Marvad, and
dismantled by a special „prikka‟ team. The Sde Boker area has been blockaded by a
wall of Literature LOGS for the last two MOEnthes in anticipation of this event.
While the contents of the ships are not fully known, military experts believe that they may
hold tens of thousands of Bagrut examinations, all pre - 2005.
“Some of these bagruts are 190 minutes long and reach targets hundreds of kilometers
away.” Said a leading MOEnitions expert. “ MOErover, we are not ruling out the
possibility that the terrorists, yes, I do call them terrorists, have gotten ahold of
rewrites. In the wrong hands, the washdown effect could be lethal. Look what
happened with math.”

Organizers of the seafront offensive admit to smuggling in supplies including cue
cards and other forbidden materials that are not allowed into the territory
because of the blockade. When asked how they plan to reach the land-locked
Sde Boker area, they replied: We are English teachers. We don‟t do geography.
Bad enough we have to teach rhetoric and how to write a paragraph.
RECENT HOTS EVENTS: The MOE cordoned off the territory around Sde
Boker, which served as a HOTSbed for seditious activies. On Tuesday, May 25,
2010, the rebel communications ring, ETNI was shut down and replaced by
„MOETNI‟ (pronounced, „Mo-tinny‟), located in a secret location in MOEdi‟in. At
the same time, teachers and „madrichim‟ who opened fire on Ministry positions
were dismissed. The date is now referred to as “HOTS MOEnday.”
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Despite the blockade, the MOE allows in what it classifies as
"humanitarian supplies" such as basic parts of speech, and essential items of
clothing such as dipthongs. Twenty five trucks, carrying an estimated 16,000
tonnes of vocabulary chunks have been allowed through as well. “There is no
no crisis or shortages in the enclosed area. We don‟t want anybody to suffer.
But we cannot let them to operate unhindered,” a major ministry figure disclosed.

Meanwhile, across the country, thousands of angry, overworked English
teachers demonstrated. . . angrily. Huge rubrics , filled with benchmarks,
components, and copies of the „New‟ Curriculum were set ablaze. “We‟ll show
em what‟s HOT and what‟s NOT, “ screamed rebel leaders.

So far, casualties in past flare ups has been kept to a minimum with 5
hospitalized with medium to severe injuries following a debate that raged out of
control, and another 7 suffering from shock when a foundation level collapsed..
Chief of Staff Inspector has repeatedly warned that said that ministry forces
would not hesitate to use consonant cluster bombs and irritable vowel
movements to quell the protest and restore order.
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